We consider extended binary trees and study the common right and left depth of leaf j, where the leaves are labelled from left to right by 0, 1, . . . , n, and the common right and left external pathlength of binary trees of size n. Under the random tree model, i.e., the Catalan model, we characterize the common limiting distribution of the suitably scaled left depth and the difference between the right and the left depth of leaf j in a random size-n binary tree when j ∼ ρn with 0 < ρ < 1, as well as the common limiting distribution of the suitably scaled left external pathlength and the difference between the right and the left external pathlength of a random size-n binary tree.
Introduction
Several recent papers are treating questions concerning the left and right length of paths from the root to nodes in binary trees under the so-called Catalan model, i.e., when all B n := 1 n+1 2n n binary trees of size n are assumed to appear equally likely. In particular the difference between the right and the left depth of nodes and the difference between the right and the left pathlength (also called imbalance) of binary trees are examined. Here the right (left) depth of a certain node in a binary tree is the number of right (left) edges on the path from the root to the node considered, whereas the right (left) pathlength of a binary tree is the sum of the right (left) depths over all nodes in the tree. In Bousquet-Mélou (2005) , amongst many others, the random variable X n (j) was studied, which counts the number of nodes in a random binary tree of size n with difference j between the right and the left depth. As one of the main results of Bousquet-Mélou (2005) the limiting distribution of X n (λn 1 4 ), λ ≥ 0, was characterized and thus the so called "vertical profile" of binary trees well described. In Janson (2004) all moments E(D r n ) of the difference D n between the right and the left pathlength of random binary trees of size n are computed asymptotically and as a consequence the limiting distribution of the suitably scaled random variable n − 5 4 D n was characterized. This result was also obtained in Knessl and Szpankowski (2006) , but the main focus of that paper is lying in revealing (analytic) properties of the limiting distribution function of D n . Furthermore in Chassaing and Janson (2004) ; Marckert (2004) close relations between the left-right difference of paths in binary trees and the so-called Integrated Superbrownian Excursion are given.
Here we give another contribution to this topic, where we are mainly interested in the behaviour of the common right and left depth of nodes and the common right and left pathlength of binary trees, not only their difference. We will restrict ourselves in presenting only results for the external nodes (or leaves) of so called extended binary trees (see Knuth (1997) ), but we mention that similar results can also be obtained for the internal nodes of binary trees. In particular we treat in this paper questions about properties of the common right depth H [R] n,j and left depth H [L] n,j of the leaf labelled by j (not only a randomly chosen leaf) in a random size-n binary tree, where the n + 1 leaves are assumed to be labelled from left to right with 0, 1, . . . , n, and the common right external pathlength R n and left external pathlength L n , i.e, the sum of the right depths and the left depths over all nodes in the tree, of a random size-n binary tree. As an answer to the first question we can characterize the common distribution of the suitably scaled left depth n
n,j and the scaled difference n
n,j ) between the right and the left depth of leaf j, for j ∼ ρn, with 0 < ρ < 1. As an answer to the second question we can characterize the common distribution of the suitably scaled left external pathlength n 
Results

Theorem 1 The common probability that for a random binary tree of size n the left depth H [L]
n,j of leaf j is m 1 , whereas the right depth H [R] n,j of leaf j is m 2 , is given by the following explicit formula:
Theorem 2 The pair of the suitably scaled left depth
n,j ) between the right and the left depth of leaf j in a random size-n binary tree converges for j ∼ ρn, with 0 < ρ < 1, in distribution to a pair of random variables (X ρ , Y ρ ):
where (X ρ , Y ρ ) have the common density f ρ (x, y), which is for y ∈ R and x > 0 given as follows:
and f ρ (x, y) = 0, otherwise.
Theorem 3
The pair of the suitably scaled left external pathlength n 
where the common distribution of (L,∆) is fully characterized by their mixed moments, which are for all k, l ≥ 0 given below:
The coefficientsw k,l appearing in (2) are for k + l > 0 given by the recurrencẽ
The sequence of numbersw k,l already appeared in a different context in Janson (2003) when studying the mixed moments of random variables ξ and η as defined below during the analysis of the Wiener index of binary trees. If e(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 denotes a normalized Brownian excursion then the random variables ξ and η are defined as follows: 
Using the results for the mixed moments of ξ and η as given in Janson (2003) we obtain further (L,∆)
where N denotes a standard normal distributed random variable, which is independent of η and ξ.
